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The Girl with a Brogue. (LIONEL MONCKTON.) (Sung by Miss PHYLLIS DARR)
The Pipes of Pan (in F and A flat). (LIONEL MONCKTON.)
(Sung by Miss FLORENCE SMITHSON)
Light is my Heart (in E flat and F). (HOWARD TALBOT.)
(Sung by Miss FLORENCE SMITHSON)
Arcady is ever young (in C and E flat). (LIONEL MONCKTON.)
(Sung by Miss FLORENCE SMITHSON)
I like London. (HOWARD TALBOT.) (Sung by Miss MAY KINDER)
Fickle Fortune. (LIONEL MONCKTON.) (Sung by Mr. H. E. PRANCE)
My Motter. (HOWARD TALBOT.) (Sung by Mr. ALFRED LESTER)
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